INTERPRETING ROOM NUMBERS

If your classroom has the letter “W” located in front of a room number, this indicates the space is located in the newly constructed area on the west side of the campus. The first number indicates the floor. For example, W333: this room is located on the west side, third floor.

If your classroom has numbers only, this indicates the room is located in the existing building. The first number indicates the floor. For example, 333: this room is located in the existing building, third floor.

LOWER LEVEL ROOMS
Rooms beginning with a “0” or single or double digit rooms are located in the lower level of the existing building (non-renovated space).

Rooms on the lower level of the new west addition begin with a “W”.

GYMNASIUM SPACES
G011 and G012 are located in the lower level of the gym complex and can be reached by going down stairwell A or the stairwell just east of stairwell Q. G101 H – N, are located in the corridor on the north side of the Gates Gymnasium. G102 A – G are located in the corridor on the south side of the gym.

Elevator Access
There are four elevators: (1) gym building, (2) west building and (1) in the center of the main building.